Winter Proof Your Well
Tips for Protecting Your Well, Your Water, and Your Wallet This Winter

While many of the water well systems in the northern U.S. are required to be built under the frost line, there is a large section of the South and Midwest where pumping systems are constructed above ground or above the frost line. For these systems, it's important to take steps to keep your well safe and operating through the winter.

Here are some winter weather tips from the professionals at NGWA:

1. GET YOUR WELL INSPECTED
NGWA and wellowner.org recommend an annual inspection of your water well system. If you haven't had your inspection done, scheduling before the winter weather arrives could save you a lot of time and money!

2. PROTECT YOUR PUMP
Many well systems are buried deep underground, which provides protection from the cold. But for well owners with above ground pumps, action should be taken to keep the system insulated and warm. Constructing a small insulated enclosure covering the pump will help keep the system above 32 degrees and reduce the risk of freezing and other damage. This small “well house” can save thousands of dollars in repairs and ensure a well operates throughout a cold winter.

3. PROTECT YOUR PIPES
As water freezes, it expands and can burst your pipes, leading to significant damage to your home and well. Frozen pipes are a common winter issue for homeowners, but can be avoided with a few easy steps.
- Turn off your exterior water and blow out your pipes. Ideally your house will have a shut-off valve for its exterior water supply. If so, turn off any water that flows to outside irrigation systems and faucets.
- Once you have turned the water off, then drain the remaining water or use an air compressor to blow out the pipes. If you don't have a shut-off valve, find a local contractor for other options to shutting off exterior water.
- Insulate your pipes. For houses with piping that runs through non-heated spaces like basements, we suggest insulating pipes.

4. PREPARE FOR A POWER OUTAGE
While there is little that can be done by the homeowner to prevent power outages due to winter weather, there are steps to take so you have water to drink while waiting for power to come back on.
- Always have a portable gas generator and plenty of gas to connect to your pumping system.
- Stock up on bottled water before the winter; this way if there is a prolonged outage, you can still have clean drinking water in the house.
- Contact a local contractor to learn more about backup generators and other options to keep your water flowing during a power outage.

For more information about wells and well maintenance, please visit www.wellowner.org.
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